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Abstract
One of the greatest dicotomy of the triestin life is the struggle between Union and 
Laško. In every grigliate or festin there is always one of the two pivos, and there are  
a lot of cultural monadas about them. One of these monadas affirms appunt that “Te 
bevi Laško and te pissi Union”. We investigate if this is true.
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Introduction
Union vs Laško is one of the millenarian 
conflict in the triestin festaiolic life. A lot 
of people prefer Union (for example the 
Ultras of the soccer team Triestina) and a 
lot of people prefer Laško. We will call 
this conflict “the pivo war” (Fig. Pivo). 
In this study, we prefer the word “Union” 
because it doesn't have any kluka that is 
a great casinaz to insert in the text every 
time  we  write  “Laško”.  This  pivo  war 
became  every  year  more  and  more 
aggressive  and  pupaiolic,  and  a  lot  of 
proverbs  were  created  by  the  two 
fazions.  Very  famous  are  “Bevo  pivo 
finchè vivo, bevo Laško finchè casco” or 
“Son  felice  son  giulivo  perchè  bevo 
laško  pivo”,  "Anche  Gesù  da  vivo 
beveva  Union  pivo"  and  "Pijem Laško 
ščijem novo flaško".   But  one of  these 
mode  of  dir  passed  the  line,  and 
incuriosited the sciementific community 
(cioè noi):  “Te bevi  Laško and te  pissi Fig. Pivo. The protagonists of the Pivo war.



Union”, that is an evident great accuse to 
the  quality  of  the  Union  pivo.  Some 
bevandelic  researchers  affirm  adiritur 
that the Union is produced at the thermal 
stabiliment  of  Laško.  The  turist  enters, 
drinks a lot of Laško, and then if he want 
to  go  out  without  paying  he  have  to 
make  a  great  pissade  in  a  secret  pivo 
vasc. We investigate if this is true or not, 
ciò.  

Material and methods
To estabilish if the great accuse is true, 
we  use  the  third  person  imbriaghela 
evaluation method. This method consists 
in ciapping a group of imbriaghele and 
giving  them  three  different  bokkals  of 
pivo, sconding the etichets: in one there 
is  the Laško,  in  one the Union,  and in 
one the pissade of Toni Cimberle after a 
night  of  heavy  Laško  inciukking.  We 
registered their reaction. At the end, they 
will be really incocaleeds so you can go 
away  without  paying  the  pivos  and 
without  paying  them.  Even  better,  you 
can  drink  a  lot  of  pivos  with  them 
without paying, but pay attention not to 
drink  the  bokkal  of  Toni  Cimberle's 
pissade.

Results
The  main  vocalization  emitted  by  the 
imbriaghele  study  group  after  drinking 
the bokkals of Union was: “Par bona, ma 
sa che no go capì ben, dame un'altra e te 
digo, dei”.
The  main  vocalization  emitted  by  the 
imbriaghele  study  group  after  drinking 
the bokkals of Laško was: “Par bona, ma 
sa che no go capì ben, dame un'altra e te 
digo, dei”.
The  main  vocalization  emitted  by  the 
imbriaghele study group while drinking 

the  bokkals  of  Toni  Cimberle's  pissade 
was: “Sta bira xe fiapa e calda, remengo 
vostro”.
After several hours and several bokkals, 
the reactions changed and also the Toni 
Cimberle's pissade appeared good to the 
study group,  but  at  this  time  the  study 
was  yet  stopped  because  heavily 
compromicted.

Discussion
The imbriaghele study group appears to 
enjoy both the pivos, Union and Laško, 
apparently following the philosophy “the 
importance  of  being  ciukk”  (Latpil, 
1980eciapilo). However, when they was 
still  in  condition of  intender  and voler, 
they didn't like Toni Cimberle's pissade, 
so it is evident that it is not comparable 
with  Union pivo.  So,  it  is  also  evident 
that  the  thermal  stabiliment  of  Laško 
didn't  have  the  hypothetic  secret  pivo 
vasc. However, we think that a real pivo 
vasc (with Laško or Union pivo, quel che 
te vol dei) would be a great figade. 
 

Conclusion
Union and Laško are the pivos of all the 
triestins. Dene ancora. Some like Union, 
some  like  Laško,  everybody  like  pivo. 
You  may  say  that  this  is  a  paracul 
conclusion:  obvious,  in  this  way,  when 
we will go to Laško, they will offer us a 
Laško,  and  when we  will  go  to  Union 
(ma come, no savè dove xe?),  they we 
will  offer  us  a  Union.  And we will  be 
happy.  W  la  Union,  W  la  Laško  and 
WLF.
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